The use of electronic digit,al computers in scientific fields has made common the application of mathematical formulations of a much higher order of complexity and sophistication than was t'l-lought possible a generation ago. Yet, paradoxically, computer economics have made it urgent to seek mathematical simplifications, especially for commonly computed functions, to minimize computer time and the need for storage capacity. The kind of simplification to be sought in a formula is the use of only the elementary arithmetic operations in as few computer stsps as possible.
Many approximation formulae have been developed for functions common to general mathemat'ics.
A widely used and well-worn collect'ion of such approximatior~s is that of Hast'ings [I] . Sorrlc areas of specific interest to meteorology, howcver, are as yet rehtively untouched. The hygrometric functions are basic and are used extensively in meteorology. Therefore, approximation formulae for these functions can be a valuable tool for meteorological computer applications.
The author [a] presented such an equation for approxinmting relat'ive humidity from dry bulb and dew point tenlpcratures. The equation present,ed here approxirrlatmes the saturation vapor pressure over water with reasonable accuracy for temperatures in thc range -6OoE'. <t<130°F. : e s z (0.0041t+0.676)8-0.000019~t+16~+0.001316 (1) where e , is the saturation vapor pressure over wat'er in inches of mercury, and t is tho temperature in O F .
The equivalent equation in metric unit's is: 
where e, is in mb., and t is in "C. If values of e , cornput'ed by t'he accurate (but complicated) Goff-Grat'ch formula [3] are taken as a standard, the error of approximation using formula (1) is indicated in t'able 1. The relative error of approximation, in terms of percentage divergence from Goff-Gratch computed valucs, is shown in figure 1 . I t may be of interest to note that the generally accepted cquat'ions, such as the Goff-Gratch formula for saturation vapor pressure ovcr water, arc themselves approximation equations in that they are the "best fit" to the known body of experimental measurement's.
If physical theory is ignored, and one seeks only to construct an empirical equation to fit the data reasonably well for a uscful range, a simpler mathematical formula is frequent'ly possible. 
